Potential energy curves for the 28 lowest ⌳⌺ states and 49 ⍀ states of RbCs are obtained from large-scale multireference configuration interaction calculations using both spin-averaged and two-component spin-orbit energy-consistent effective core potentials. Spectroscopic properties of all states are compared across available data in literature to date. Variations of the permanent dipole moments on the internuclear separation ͑R͒ for the 1 ⌺ + , 3 ⌺ + , 1 ⌸, and 3 ⌸ states are evaluated over a wide range of R. The most important effects of the spin-orbit interaction on the dipole moment distribution are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the years alkali metals and their homo-/ heteronuclear dimers have received a considerable amount of interest in many fields of chemistry and physics. One of the most prominent developments in recent years includes the production of ultracold molecules. [1] [2] [3] This opens new perspectives in areas such as quantum computing 4 as well as providing for new sensitive tests of fundamental theories. 5 RbCs has been recognized as a particularly attractive candidate in these areas attributed to the efficiency with which the constituent atoms can be laser cooled with diode lasers. 6 In the last couple of years, metastable RbCs in electronically excited states have been produced via photoassociation, making it potentially possible to produce large samples of ultracold RbCs molecules. 7 The theoretical investigation of RbCs has equally been active. There exist a few papers dealing with the potential energy curves for a large number of states. 8, 9 Earlier studies have been criticized for the neglect of spin-orbit effects, which posed a particular difficulty in the spectral analysis of RbCs. This has been rectified a few years ago in ab initio calculations employing semiempirical pseudopotentials including spin-orbit effects. 10 This study gave the potential energy curves of a vast number of ⍀ states for the first time and remains to be the only set of such data available to date. There is a growing interest in the radial variation of the permanent and transition dipole moments, 11, 12 as such information is valuable for the creation of ultracold samples of RbCs. Although there is a very recent report of a fourcomponent all-electron calculation of the X 1 ⌺ + and a 3 ⌺ + states of RbCs, 13 which naturally includes spin-orbit effects, dipole moment studies employing pseudopotential approximations have generally neglected spin-orbit effects. On the experimental side, the complex nature of the spin-orbit interaction has been discussed for the laser-induced fluorescence of the coupled 1 ⌺ + and 3 ⌸ states. The spin-orbit interaction between these states has been utilized to study the triplet states through the perturbation-facilitated optical-optical double-resonance technique.
14 Despite the advances made both on the experimental and theoretical fronts, there is still a strong demand by the experimentalists for an extensive range of information regarding RbCs, including potential energy curves ͑PECs͒ and dipole and transition dipole moments functions dependent on the internuclear separation, which is scarcely available in literature. We aim to meet these demands by providing PECs and dipole moment functions of RbCs, giving special emphasis on the spin-orbit interaction.
In this study, we make the first application of nonempirical two-component pseudopotentials developed recently to evaluate the potential energy curves for a large number of electronically excited states of RbCs. This is carried out for the ⌳⌺ states, including scalar relativistic effects, and for ⍀ states resulting from spin-orbit coupling between the ⌳⌺ states. Selected spectroscopic constants are determined and compared with the available data. The variation of permanent dipole moments as a function of the internuclear distance, including spin-orbit effects, is also presented.
II. METHOD
For the evaluation of potential energy curves of the ⌳⌺ states of RbCs, we used two sets of spin-orbit averaged energy-consistent pseudopotentials ͑ARPPs͒ for comparison, namely, that of Leininger et al. 15 ͑PP1͒ and, more recently, of Lim et al. ͑PP2͒ . 16 For the calculation of ⍀ states resulting from the ⍀⍀ coupling, two-component spin-orbit pseudopotentials ͑SOPPs͒ of Lim et al. were used. Details of the fit-ting procedure are available in the references given above and therefore will be omitted here. Instead, we give a brief description. Both sets are energy-consistent pseudopotentials consisting of nine valence electrons ͑9-ve͒. The valence basis sets are also as given in the above references, but the one accompanying the Leininger pseudopotentials was modified slightly as follows: For Rb, the most diffuse s-and p-type functions were substituted by four diffuse functions for each set ͑0.1357, 0.0254, 0.005 93, and 0.002 59 for the s subset and 0.0285, 0.0110, 0.0032, and 0.0018 for the p subset͒. The contraction was removed, and the resulting set was further augmented by seven d-type ͑0.7513, 0.3312, 0.0963, 0.0324, 0.0144, 0.0071, and 0.003 92͒ functions and one f-type ͑0.8075͒ function. For Cs, the s subset was extended by an additional diffuse function ͑0.0039͒, whereas the p subset was entirely replaced by eight functions ͑4.1953, 1.9707, 0.5830, 0.3423, 0.1503, 0.0304, 0.0122, and 0.004͒. d-and f-type functions were also included ͑0.2960, 0.1043, 0.038 95, 0.016 52, 0.007 37, and 0.0030 for d and 0.300 and 0.100 for the f subset͒. For the construction of the potential energy curves, large scale multireference configuration interaction ͑MRCI͒ procedures were used for the two valence electrons of RbCs, keeping the rest frozen, i.e., in a full valence CI scheme. Therefore, we employed one-electron ͑1-e͒ core-polarization potentials ͑CPPs͒ to account for corevalence correlation effects, which were adopted from Ref. 17 . Spectroscopic constants were derived from the potential energy curves. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of the nonempirical pseudopotentials in a study of potential energy curves of RbCs, including spin-orbit effects. All calculations were carried out with the MOLPRO program package. 18 Before leaving this section, we present the calculated transition energies for the Rb and Cs in Table I as obtained from a full valence CI calculation using the 9-ve ECP and 1-e CPP, as in the molecular calculations with and without spin-orbit coupling. These values are compared with the experimental values. 19 For the transition energies without spinorbit coupling, there is a fairly good agreement between AR-PP͑PP1͒ and experimental values, whereas the ARPP͑PP2͒ shows a larger deviation from the experiments. For the AR-PP͑PP2͒ the most troublesome states are the Rb ͑4d͒ and Cs ͑5d͒ states, which, in the case of the latter, deviates from the experimental asymptote by up to 700 cm −1 . For other asymptotes, the calculated values are comparable to the experiment, and the accuracy limit is practically reached within the pseudopotential error. The results including spin-orbit effects display similar deviations from the experimental values, with the d states showing the largest error. Adjustment of the cutoff parameter for the 1-e CPP gave some improvement for the d state, but only at the expense of others. The spin-orbit splitting is, however, well approximated by the PP2. To further improve the accuracy, the angular momentum dependent CPP may be employed. 9, 10 This is clearly shown in the work by Allouche et al. and also in Table I of this work, confirming a far superior agreement between the experiment and the theoretical values adopting l-dependent CPP. All-electron results of Edvardsson et al. 20 for the Rb transition energies obtained at the complete active space self-consistent field ͑CASSCF͒ level compare more favorably than our results. Although it is possible to correct the molecular energies based on the error estimated for the atomic asymptotes, different atomic configurations intermix in the molecular states in general, and therefore no asymptotic energy compensations were made in our calculated state-to-state transition energies ͑T e ͒ for the RbCs states. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first present the spectroscopic constants for the ground state of RbCs obtained in a coupled-cluster with singles, doubles, and pertubative triples ͓CCSD͑T͔͒ calculation in which all 18 electrons outside the core as defined by the 9-ve ECPs were correlated explicitly. Therefore, the CPP in this case accounts for the core-valence correlation on the ͑n-2͒ core of the metal. Spectroscopic constants are obtained as 4 Table II . Important regions of the avoided crossing between the states are well reproduced by the present study. In particular, we note avoided crossings among 3 ⌺ + states, namely, those between ͑2͒ and ͑3͒, between ͑5͒ and ͑6͒, and between ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ 3 ⌺ + states around the internuclear distance of 3.9, 5.1, and 7.6 Å, respectively. These are important in identifying the corresponding ⍀ states discussed later in this section.
In general, the equilibrium bond distances obtained from PP1 are slightly overestimated, whereas those from PP2 tend to be underestimated compared with the experimental values listed in Table II . The overall agreement with experimental values is slightly better for PP2 than for PP1 in most cases, where the discrepancy does not exceed 0.05 Å apart from the ͑1͒ 3 ⌬ state. The experimental value for this state, however, seems a bit too large in comparison with all theoretical values listed in the table, except for the one obtained with PP1 which suffers from overestimation by 0.1 Å. As for the bond distances obtained by Allouche et al., the deviation from the experiments is a bit larger than it is for the PP2 results of this study in most cases. In particular, recently obtained experimental bond distances for the ͑2͒ 1 ⌺ + and ͑5͒ 1 ⌺ + states are better reproduced by the present work. Recent theoretical values of Zaitsevskii et al. obtained at the level of the manybody multipartitioning perturbation theory ͑MPPT͒ also agree better with the present equilibrium bond lengths in comparison with other theoretical values. For the transition energies ͑T e ͒, however, our values show much larger deviations from the experiments compared with the theoretical values of Allouche et al. This is perhaps not surprising since the angular moment dependent CPPs used in the latter were fitted to reproduce the atomic transition energies. These l-dependent one-electron CPPs are capable of producing extremely accurate values of transition energies, as shown in Table II , which seem to be the best choice in this case. This can also be easily seen from a comparison with the transition energies obtained by Pavolini et al., 8 which incorporated core-valence contributions in a second-order perturbation scheme. 23 The improvement made on the transition energies by the use of different CPP schemes was noted by the authors of Ref. 9 before. The states showing the largest deviation from the values in Ref. 9 are the ones involving the atomic d states. This is expected from the discrepancy in the atomic asymptotes noted earlier. If we take the experimental transition energy at an infinite nuclear distance ͑T ϱ ͒ and adjust the calculated T e accordingly, we obtain a much better agreement for these states. For example, the discrepancy between the present and the values of Ref. 9 for the ͑4͒ 1 ⌺ + and ͑3͒ 1 ⌸ states dissociating to Rb͑5s͒ +Cs͑5d͒ is reduced by an order of magnitude by this adjustment ͓e.g., from 755 to 75 cm −1 for the ͑4͒ 1 ⌺ + state͔. Care must be taken, however, as this adjustment does not guarantee a systematic improvement for all states especially in cases of strong coupling between neighboring states. The ͑1͒ 3 ⌺ + state shows the largest deviation in the spectroscopic constants reported here. This may be attributed to the highly repulsive nature of this state, which makes it difficult to predict the properties around the minimum of the potential energy profile.
The permanent dipole moments as a function of the internuclear distance are useful in the study of the changing nature of the electronic wave function proceeding on adiabatic surfaces. The experimental determination of such values is difficult to obtain, and the sign of the dipole moment cannot be determined. We therefore report the R-dependent permanent dipole moment of RbCs in Figs. 1-4. The abrupt change in the dipole moment distribution between the ͑5͒ and ͑6͒
1 ⌺ + states at 8.3 Å ͑Fig. 1͒ is consistent with the avoided crossing between these two states. Three avoided crossings among 3 ⌺ + states mentioned earlier are also well indicated by the crossing of R-dependent dipole moments occurring between ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ at 4 Å, between ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ at 5.1 Å, and between ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ 3 ⌺ + states at 7.6 Å, identical to the regions of internuclear distances exhibiting avoided crossings. The positive sign of the permanent dipole moment indicates Rb + Cs − . We note that there are only few R-dependent dipole moment functions available in the literature for this molecule. In fact, there is only one other set of such data from Zaitsevskii et al. They reported the dipole moment functions for the 1 ⌸ states over a large range of internuclear distances, which closely resemble the results of this study. More recently, Aymar and Dulieu carried out a careful analysis of basis set effects and the core-core correlation contribution to the variation of the dipole moments for mixed heteronuclear alkali dimers and reported their results for the X 1 ⌺ + and a 3 ⌺ + states. 12 There are very recent allelectron results for these states by Kotochigova and Tiesinga. 13 For the purpose of comparison we list the available permanent dipole moment of the ground state RbCs in Table III . There is, in general, a good agreement between theoretical values for the ground state permanent dipole moment, whereas the empirical value obtained from dipole po- i.e., R e = 5.843 Å. At the minimum bond separation of this study, however, which is somewhat larger ͑R e = 6.566 Å͒, the calculated dipole moment is much smaller. It is still interesting to compare the equilibrium bond distance between the a 3 ⌺ + and ͑1͒ 0 − states which results purely from the former. Our calculated bond distance between these two states shows a smaller deviation from each other than the values from Refs. 9 and 10, which may suggest that the bond distance for the a 3 ⌺ + state may be slightly underestimated in other calculations. Moreover, the two sets of pseudopotentials tested in this study give values closer to each other than to other theoretical values. The bond distance at which the dipole moment of the a 3 ⌺ + state was determined in Kotochigova's study seems to be R = 6.09 Å, judging by the table of dipole moments given in their paper, at which we obtain a dipole moment ͑DM͒ = 0.027 D. In Fig. 5 we plotted the permanent dipole moment functions obtained in the present study against those obtained by Kotochigova 13 Tables IV-VII for ⍀ =0 + , 0 − , 1, 2, and 3 states, respectively. Via the Dunham-type analysis we also derived and listed the spectroscopic constants obtained from the tables of energies available through all-electron calculations of Kotochigova for comparison. 24 In general, potential energy curves exhibit The parent ⌳⌺ states giving rise to each ⍀ state and the corresponding dissociation limit are identified by the superposition of nearby states. The decomposition of ⍀ states in terms of ⌳⌺ notations is given in the tables where multiple entries of ⌳⌺ terms for a given ⍀ state show the change in the wave function for that ⍀ state over a range of the internuclear separation. Most potential energy curves show complicated forms with avoided crossings resulting from the crossing of parent ⌳⌺ states. There are exceptions, however, which include, for ⍀ =0 + , the lowest ͑1͒ 0 + , ͑4͒ 0 + , and ͑5͒ 0 + states, for which the parent ⌳⌺ states are identified as ͑1͒ 1 ⌺ + , ͑3͒ 1 ⌺ + , and ͑2͒ 3 ⌸ states, respectively. We note a sharp avoided crossing around 5.4 Å between the ͑2͒ 0 + and ͑3͒ 0 + states whose parent states, in the vicinity of the minimum, are the bound ͑1͒ 3 ⌸ and ͑2͒ 1 ⌺ + states, respectively. The effects of the sharp avoided crossing is also evident in the variation of the permanent dipole moment as a function of the internuclear distance as indicated by the abrupt change at around 5.4 Å ͑Fig. 6͒. In order to clearly demonstrate the effects of the spin-orbit coupling on the R-dependent permanent dipole moment function, the ⌳⌺ moment functions are also plotted in the figure. The sudden undulation around 5.4 Å is indicative of the change in the wave function describing the particular state due to the spin-orbit interaction. Spin-orbit effects on the dipole moment are significant only at the regions of the avoided crossing between the parent ⌳⌺ states. At other internuclear separations the spin-orbit coupling is rather small. The large relativistic effects affecting the magnitude of dipole moments noted for KRb in the work of Kotochigova et al., therefore, seems likely to be the effects of scalar relativity rather than spin-orbit effects. 25 Turn- 3 ⌸ states at the dissociation, respectively. As the parent ⌳⌺ states lie very close to each other around the minimum ͑within 0.04 Å and in less than 30 cm −1 in T e ͒, it is not easy to accurately characterize the corresponding ⍀ states in a quantitative manner. Qualitatively, however, the slightly longer equilibrium bond distance for ͑9͒ 0 + than for ͑10͒ 0 + is consistent with the trend predicted for the parent ͑4͒ 3 ⌸ and ͑6͒ 1 ⌺ + states at the minimum. The interaction between these states are, nevertheless, not simple to describe, which may well be the source of discrepancy between the present and previous spectroscopic constants listed in Table  IV . In particular, the qualitative correlation between these two sets of ⍀ and ⌳⌺ states was not visible in the work reported previously.
As for the ⍀ =0 − states, the main ⌳⌺ states responsible are the 3 ⌺ + and 3 ⌸ states. The lowest ͑1͒ 0 − state derives purely from the ͑1͒ 3 ⌺ + state, whereas the next two lowest states show an avoided crossing at around 7 Å. This is due to the spin-orbit coupling between the ͑1͒ 3 ⌸ and ͑2͒ 3 ⌺ + states and is clearly indicated by the change in the dipole moment function, as shown in Fig. 7 . The next two states, mainly ͑4͒ and ͑5͒ 0 − correspond to the ͑2͒ 3 ⌸ and ͑3͒ 3 ⌺ + states, respectively, which are, to the best approximation, not affected by spin-orbit-induced avoided crossing although they approach each other very closely in the vicinity of their minima. The hump in the ͑5͒ 0 − around 6.6 Å is, therefore, characteristic of the parent ͑3͒ 3 ⌺ + state rather than a result of the spin-orbit interaction. Furthermore, the avoided crossing around 3.9 Å for the ͑3͒ and ͑5͒ 0 − states already exists between the parent ͑2͒ and ͑3͒
⌺
+ states and hence not related to the spin-orbit interaction. The higher states, however, exhibit complicated structures due to the spin-orbit interaction. In particular, the potential energy curves for the four highest states, i.e., ͑8͒-͑11͒ 0 − are derived from ⌳⌺ states already affected by the avoided crossing among themselves, which makes it even more difficult to identify parent states. By the superposition of the most likely ⌳⌺ states we endeavored to identify the origin of these ⍀ states at the vicinity of the minimum: ͑5͒ 3 ⌺ + , ͑4͒ 3 ⌸, ͑6͒ 3 ⌺ + , and ͑5͒ 3 ⌸ for the ͑8͒-͑11͒ 0 − , respectively. The ⍀ = 1 states occur from the interaction of four sets of ⌳⌺ states, mainly those of 3 ⌺ + , 1 ⌸, 3 ⌸, and 3 ⌬. The lowest states lie very close to the ͑1͒ 3 ⌺ + state for the entire internuclear distances considered in this study. Noted for the next three ⍀ states is a mixing of three ⌳⌺ parent states giving two avoided crossings at 4.5 and 7 Å. From the dipole moment functions shown in Fig. 8 , one can easily see a spinorbit-induced crossing between the ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ 1 states at 4.5 Å due to the coupling of ͑1͒ 1 ⌸ and ͑2͒ 3 ⌺ + . The interaction of the ͑2͒ 3 ⌺ + state with the ͑1͒ 3 ⌸ state gives rise to a second crossing between the ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ 1 states around 7 Å, which is expected from the ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ 0 − states, as seen from Fig. 7 . As was the case for other ⍀ states, the higher lying states display complicated forms of potential energy curves. We report the following main parent ⌳⌺ states around the minimum of each ⍀ state:
1 ⌸, and ͑7͒ 3 ⌺ + for the ͑5͒-͑17͒ 1 states, respectively. The last set of ⍀ states considered in this work, ⍀ =2, results from the spin-orbit interaction among 3 ⌸, 1 ⌬, and 3 ⌬ states. As was the case for all other ⍀ states, the lowest ͑1͒ 2 state can be traced back to a unique ⌳⌺ parent state, mainly ͑1͒ 3 ⌸. The three highest states, i.e., ⍀ = ͑6͒, ͑7͒, and ͑8͒ 2, also follow closely their respective parent ͑4͒ 3 ⌸, ͑2͒ 1 ⌬, and ͑2͒ 3 ⌬ states in the entire range of internuclear distances considered here. The remaining four ⍀ states display avoided crossings, and at their minima the parent ⌳⌺ states are identified as ͑2͒ 3 ⌸, ͑1͒ 1 ⌬, ͑1͒ 3 ⌬, and ͑3͒ 3 ⌸ for the ͑2͒, ͑3͒, ͑4͒, and ͑5͒ 2 states, respectively.
There is a reasonable overall agreement between the two sets of spectroscopic constants obtained by pseudopotential methods listed in Tables IV-VII for the ⍀ states, except for a couple of cases where the equilibrium bond length deviates from each other by more than 0.1 Å. There is, however, a larger deviation in the all-electron results of Kotochigova especially in the equilibrium bond distance compared with the two pseudopotential results. This should be taken for comparison purposes only as the authors did not give spectroscopic constants themselves but only the potential energies. In terms of the experimental bond distance for the ͑8͒ 1 state the theoretical values reported in Table VI seem to be underestimated, which is more severe for the present case with a discrepancy of about 0.1 Å. This trend is also evident in the vibrational frequencies for this state. As was the case for the ⌳⌺ states, the transition energies of Ref. 10 obtained with l-dependent CPPs are expected to be superior to the present values. It is still interesting to compare the width and the location of some of the spin-orbit-induced avoided crossings reported in the literature ͑Table VIII͒. As can be seen, the width of the avoided crossing is underestimated by the present MRCI scheme compared with the all-electron valence-bond model of Kotochigova and Tiesinga. They noticed a significant difference in the width of the ͑2͒-͑3͒ 0 − and ͑3͒-͑4͒ 1 between their results and those of Fahs et al. Our results show that the width of these avoided crossings tends much more towards the all-electron calculations. Although the deviation from the all-electron results seems more systematic in our case than in Fahs et al., it is difficult to judge from this comparison alone which set of pseudopotentials offers a better approximation in comparison with the all-electron case.
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented in this paper, the potential energy curves and the spectroscopic constants of a large number of electronic states of RbCs as calculated from the spin-averaged and two-component spin-orbit small-core energy-consistent pseudopotentials. This is the first application of nonempirical pseudopotentials to the spin-orbit states. Although the present transition energies may be improved by a better description of the core-valence correlation, provided here is a clear qualitative account for the effects of the spin-orbit coupling in terms of the potential energy curves as well as the R-dependent permanent dipole moments.
